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Abstract—Payment Channel Networks (PCNs) have been in-
troduced as a viable solution to the scalability problem of the
popular blockchain. In PCNs, a payment channel allows its end
nodes to pay each other without publishing every transaction
to the blockchain. A transaction can be routed in the network
if there is a path of channels with sufficient funds, and the
intermediate routing nodes can ask the transaction sender for
a compensatory fee. However, a channel may eventually become
depleted and cannot support further payments in a certain
direction, as transaction flows from that direction is heavier than
flows from the other direction. In this paper, we discuss a PCN
node’s possible roles and objectives, and analyze the strategies
nodes should take under different roles by considering nodes’
benefits and the network’s performance. Then, we examine two
basic network structures (ring and chord) and determine the
constraints under which they constitute a Nash equilibrium.
Based on the theoretical results, we propose a balance-aware fee-
incentivized routing algorithm to guarantee cost-efficient routing,
fair fee charging, and the network’s long lasting good perfor-
mance in general PCNs. Testbed-based evaluation is conducted
to validate our theoretical results and to show the feasibility of
our proposed approach.

Index Terms—Balance-awareness, game theory, general pay-
ment channel network, ring and chord.

I. INTRODUCTION

For years, the blockchain [1] has faced a scalability issue,

meaning there are challenges when the network tries to process

more transactions simultaneously. Each transaction has to

go through a long validation process before it becomes on-

chain. Payment Channel Networks (PCNs) [2], a second-layer

solution, have emerged to help improve processing times, build

scalability, and lower the network’s transaction fees. Nodes in

a PCN can set up payment channels with pre-deposit funds,

known as channel balances, and transfer values by re-adjusting

balance allocation on the channels without publishing them

on the blockchain. Non-connected nodes can transact with

each other if they can find a path of channels with sufficient

balances between them. The corresponding transactions will

be routed along the path from the sender to the receiver.

Usually, intermediate nodes along a payment path will charge

fees as routing compensation and the routing fees are quite

low compared with blockchain transaction fees. Each off-

chain transaction is protected by a smart contract to guarantee

the benefits of involved nodes. Obviously, PCNs can reduce

payment overhead in terms of time and cost, and increase

scalability of the whole system.

There is no central party in a PCN, meaning that transaction

senders determine the payment path by themselves if existing
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(b) Rebalanced PCN.

Fig. 1: A small PCN where the number associated with each channel close
to a node is the deposit allocated by the node to the channel.

multiple choices and all routing nodes individually set their

fees without negotiation. In this situation, channels will be

used in an unbalanced way, i.e., transaction flows from one

direction can be much heavier than flows from the other

direction, since transaction senders always look for fast and

cheap paths. One of a channel’s end nodes that makes more

transactions eventually runs out of balances and cannot send

further payments unless committing a new transaction to the

blockchain or performing a cyclic fund rebalancing [3], both

of which are time-consuming and cost-inefficient. Meanwhile,

those depleted channels reduce network-wide throughput.

In this paper, we study how to avoid or at least how to

alleviate the occurrence of depleted channels from the perspec-

tive of game theory, focusing on the interplay between three

factors: transaction rates, routing fees, and channel balances.

Routing fees charged by each node will affect the optimal path

a transaction takes, thereby affecting the imbalances of the

on-path channels. When the transaction rate across a channel

is higher in one direction than the other, this channel will

definitely be used in an unbalanced way. In this case, two

possible solutions can be taken: one is to actively rebalance

the channel so that more funds are allocated to that heavily-

used direction, and the other is to passively adjust routing fees

to make up for the channel imbalance.

Fig. 1(a) shows a small PCN in which a sends $1 to f every

hour, g sends $1 to a every hour, and f sends $1 to a every

half hour, respectively. The shortest paths between a and f /g
include the channel b-e. According to the transaction rates,

the direction from b to e will be used more frequently than

the opposite direction. For the purpose of a longer channel

lifetime, it is better to have more balance on the end node e.

Here, we suggest a balance distribution based on the ratio of

the traffic rates in these two directions, i.e., 1 : 3 in the given

example. Fig. 1(b) shows the result of a cyclic rebalancing

among four nodes, i.e., b, e, d, and c. That is, $5 is moved

along the channel b → e, e → d, d → c, and c → e. For



example, after sending $5 to e, the channel value associated

with b is reduced by $5 (from $10 to $5 in Fig. 1), and the

channel value associated with e is increased by $5 (from $10

to $15 in Fig. 1). The total fund of each involved node on these

corresponding channels keeps unchanged after rebalancing.

For example, b’s total fund on channel be and channel bc is

$30 ($10 + $20 in Fig. 1(a) and $5 + $25 in Fig. 1(b)). Besides

rebalancing, we can also adjust the channel imbalance through

the fee policy. By setting the fees sent from b to e higher than

that sent from e to b, we accumulate more balance on e.

We aim to improve the PCN-wide throughput by lowering

the occurrence of depleted channels. Since each PCN node

is selfish, we first discuss their objectives and analyze their

strategies when playing different roles in the network. We

show that the individual objective is partially aligned with

the network-wide objective. Thus, improving individual utility

helps improve the throughput in the network. Then, we discuss

some special topologies where we can find Nash equilibrium

in which all nodes follow a relatively stable strategy. For the

general topology, we propose a fee policy to guide each node

to determine its channel fees in real time. Evaluation results

show that our proposed policy improves nodes’ utility as well

as the network-wide throughput. The major contributions of

this paper are as follows:

• We analyze the roles a PCN node can play and define its

objectives under different roles.

• We determine three factors that affect a channel’s lifetime

and investigate how these factors affect nodes’ strategies.

• In some specific topologies, we show that nodes will

reach a Nash equilibrium where their path selections and

routing fees are stable.

• For a general network topology, we propose a real-time

fee policy to improve nodes’ utilities, which also benefits

the network-wide throughput.

• We perform the evaluation using real-world data on the

testbed CLoTH, and the results show that our proposed

fee policy benefits nodes’ utilities, as well as the network-

wide throughput.

II. BACKGROUND AND MODEL

A. Background

Payment Channel in PCNs: A channel allows two nodes

to make multiple payments without the need to commit every

payment to the blockchain. In Fig. 2, u and v jointly create

a payment channel, in which they deposit funds. Suppose

u deposits $5 and w deposits $2. After this transaction is

committed to the blockchain, a channel with a capacity of $7 is

open between u and v. Thereafter, u and v are able to perform

payments back and forth freely by issuing transactions. At

any moment, u and v can close the channel and refund

the balance each one has in the channel by committing a

closing transaction with their final balances to the blockchain.

The balance of each node is updated after each successful

transaction while keeping it private between two end nodes.

Fig. 2: Both u and v only act as intermediate routing nodes.

Payment Path in PCNs: In the lifecycle of a payment

channel, a creating transaction and a closing transaction have

to be committed to the blockchain, thereby causing transaction

fees and waiting time. Payment channels are a suitable choice

for any two nodes with long-term and high-frequency mutual

transactions. Besides, two nodes that are not directly connected

can make a transaction, as long as they can find a path

consisting of multiple payment channels between them where

the transaction amount is no larger than the minimum channel

balance of the path. The transaction sender is required to

reward intermediate routing nodes with a small routing fee.

B. Model

Channel State: Let Cuv be a payment channel between two

nodes u and v. The payment channel state is a pair (buv, bvu),
denoting the internal allocation of funds between u and v.

Here, we reuse the notation Cuv as the capacity of the channel,

where Cuv = buv + bvu.

Feasible Transactions: Transactions will change the internal

balance of a channel. Given the channel between u and v, with

the state of (buv, bvu), a transaction of a coins from u to v
changes the state to (buv − a, bvu + a). The transaction is

feasible if and only if 0 < a ≤ buv .

Channel Liveness: Although transfers in one direction are

still possible when the balance is fully shifted to one side of

the channel, we assume the channel is live unless it is ready

for transfers in both directions. Any dead channel has to be

rebalanced either through committing an onchain transaction

or performing a cyclic fund rebalancing [3].

Cost of Channel Rebalance: We define ηuv as the cost for

the channel Cuv to rebalance. It is always the smaller cost

of either committing an onchain transaction or performing a

cyclic fund rebalancing. Thus, the end nodes of each channel

should dedicate their original balance distribution as well as

their routing fees to prolong the channel lifetime and avoid

rebalance costs.

III. PAYMENT CHANNEL LIFETIME

This section will focus on channel-level discussion and will

investigate how to maximize a channel’s lifetime. We start

with a fee-free channel setting, meaning nodes will not charge

routing fees. Given this simplified setting, we discuss how each

end node of a channel initially distributes the balance in order

to maximize the channel’s lifetime, given the channel capacity

is fixed. Based on what we obtain above, we then take routing

fees into consideration.

Let’s consider a channel between nodes u and v. For

simplicity, we assume that the channel capacity is C and that

u’s initial balance is x, indicating that v’s initial balance is

y = C − x. We define Tx as the expected lifetime of this

channel given u’s initial balance is x. The channel lifetime



is characterized as the expected number of transactions this

channel has executed before it needs a rebalancing. When the

channel capacity is totally shifted to a specific end, u and

v have to rebalance their channel. Obviously, T0 = 0 since

the channel capacity is totally shifted to v, and similarly,

TC = 0, since the channel capacity is totally shifted to u.

Following [4], we assume that transaction arrival from one

direction to the other follows a Poisson process. That is, on

average, every second, there are λuv transactions from u to

v and λvu transactions from v to u. For each transaction, we

simply assume its amount is a = 1.

A. Fee-free Symmetric-transaction-rate Payment Channel

A channel with the symmetric transaction rate has λuv =
λvu. Thus, for any transaction via this channel, the probability

that this transaction is sent from u to v is 0.5 and vice versa.

If u’s current balance is x, when a new transaction arrives,

with a probability of 0.5, u’s balance turns into x+1, or with

a probability of 0.5, u’s balance turns into x − 1. Thus, we

obtain the following relation:

Tx = 1 + 0.5Tx+1 + 0.5Tx−1, (1)

which yields a linear recurrence relation as below:

Tx = 2Tx−1 − Tx−2 − 2. (2)

Tx = Ax − x2 = α1 + α2x− x2. (3)

To solve this linear non-homogeneous recurrence relation,

let’s assume Tx = Ax−x2, then we have Ax = 2Ax−1−Ax−2.

Thus, the characteristic equation based on Ax is r2−2r+1 =
0, of which the solution is r1 = r2 = 1. Then, the format of

Tx can be expressed as Tx = Ax−x2 = α1+α2x−x2. Since

T0 = 0 and TC = 0, we obtain α1 = 0 and α2 = C, which

leads to Tx = Cx−x2. When x equals to C/2, Tx reaches its

maximal value. Based on the analysis above, we conclude that

the optimal channel balance initialization for a fee-free channel

with the symmetric transaction rate is buv = bvu = Cuv/2.

B. Fee-free Asymmetric-transaction-rate Payment Channel

Now, we consider a more complex setting where the channel

has an asymmetric transaction rate. Suppose that, for any

transaction via this channel, the probability that this transaction

is sent from u to v is p while the probability that this

transaction is sent from v to u is (1 − p). For simplicity, we

assume that p ∈ (0, 0.5). Similarly, if u’s current balance is x,

when a new transaction arrives, with a probability of 1−p, u’s

balance turns into x+1, or with a probability of p, u’s balance

turns into x− 1. Thus, we obtain the following relation:

Tx = 1 + (1− p)Tx+1 + pTx−1, (4)

which yields a linear recurrence relation as below:

Tx =
1

1− p
Tx−1 − p

1− p
Tx−2 − 1

1− p
, (5)

the solution to which is the sum of the solution to the

associated homogeneous recurrence system and a particular

solution to the non-homogeneous case.

Given the associated homogeneous recurrence relation as

TH
x =

1

1− p
TH
x−1 −

p

1− p
TH
x−2, (6)

its corresponding characteristic equation is (1−p)r2−r+p =
0, which yields r1 = 1, r2 = p/(1 − p). Then, the format of

TH
x can be expressed as

TH
x = α1 + α2(

p

1− p
)x. (7)

Let TP
x be a particular solution to the non-homogeneous case.

Since the non-homogeneous term is 1/p − 1, a particular

solution is of the form TP
x = γx. Since TP

x also follows

the original recurrence relation, we have

γx =
1

1− p
γ(x− 1)− p

1− p
γ(x− 2)− 1

1− p
, (8)

which yields γ = 1/(2p− 1). Thus, the format of Tx can be

expressed as

Tx = TH
x + TP

x = α1 + α2

(
p

1− p

)x

+
x

2p− 1
. (9)

Since T0 = 0 and TC = 0, we obtain α1 + α2 = 0 and

α2 = C

(1−2p)
[
( p

1−p )
C−1

] . Thus, we have

Tx =

[(
p

1− p

)x

− 1

]
α2 +

x

2p− 1
. (10)

To find the maximal value of Tx, we check its concavity

based on the sign of its second-order derivative. Listed below

are Tx’s first-order and second-order derivatives, respectively.

dTx

dx
= α2

(
p

1− p

)x

ln

(
p

1− p

)
+

1

2p− 1
(11)

d2Tx

dx2
= α2

(
p

1− p

)x

ln2
(

p

1− p

)
(12)

Since α2 < 0 for ∀p ∈ (0, 0.5), then d2Tx/dx2 < 0
holds. Thus, Tx is a concave function over x, and it reaches

its maximum when x satisfies dTx/dx = 0, which yields

x =
[
ln
(
zC − 1

)− ln (C ln z)
]
/ ln z, given z = p/(1− p).

C. Payment Channel with Routing Fees

Now, let’s take the routing fee into consideration. Let fuv
(fvu) be the routing fee charged by v (u) when a transaction

flows from u (v) to v (u). We assume that u and all transactions

executed by u or v are initiated by other nodes in the network,

and they charge routing fees. Let x be u’s initial balance, and

after executing m transactions, its balance turns into x(m).

Among m transactions, in expectation, pm of them flow from

u to v, and the rest flow from v to u. As we discussed before,

channel rebalancing incurs an extra cost and this cost can be

made up by charging routing fees. Let Fuv be the expected

routing fees earned by u and v via their channel Cuv , then

Fuv should be no less than et al.uv .

1) Symmetric Transaction Rate: As we show in the fee-

free setting, a symmetric-transaction-rate channel can reach

its longest lifetime when both of its end nodes have the

same balance initialization, given a fixed channel capacity.

Since the channel has a symmetric transaction rate, after

executing m transactions, the expected value of x(m) should

be E
[
x(m)

]
= x+(fvu−fuv)m/2. If the initial value x leads



to the maximal channel lifetime Tx, then to reach the maximal

channel lifetime at the point of x(m), E
[
x(m)

]
= x should

hold. That is, fvu = fuv , both of which we simplify as f .

By taking the routing fees into consideration, we can update

the expected channel lifetime as follows:

Tx = 1 + 0.5Tx+1+f + 0.5Tx−1−f

= 1 + 0.5Tx+(1+f) + 0.5Tx−(1+f), (13)

A recurrence equation defines a sequence based on a rule that

gives the next term as a function of the previous term(s). Here,

we define {An} where An = Tx, An±1 = Tx±(1+f). Then,

we obtain the recurrence relation of bn as An = 2An−1 −
An−2 − 2, which is equivalent to Eq. (2). As we have shown

in the fee-free setting, a symmetric-transaction-rate channel

can reach its longest lifetime when both of its end nodes have

the same balance initialization, given a fixed channel capacity.

Here, we can obtain the same result. Thus, for a symmetric-

transaction-rate channel, to make it a long lifetime, the initial

balance of each end should be identical, and the routing fee

charged by each node should be identical as well.

2) Asymmetric Transaction Rate: Given the asymmetric

transaction rate, after executing m transactions, the expected

value of x(m) should be

E
[
x(m)

]
= x+ (1− 2p)m+ (1− p)mfvu − pmfuv. (14)

If the initial value x leads to the maximal channel lifetime

Tx, then to reach the maximal channel lifetime at the point of

x(m), E
[
x(m)

]
= x should hold. Thus, fuv and fvu satisfy a

relation of p(1 + fuv) = (1− p)(1 + fvu).
We are ready to update the expected channel lifetime in this

fee-charged setting. Given the current balance x, when a new

transaction arrives, with a probability of p, the balance turns

into x− (1+fuv), and with a probability of 1−p, the balance

turns into x+(1+fvu). Thus, we obtain the following relation:

Tx = 1 + pTx−(1+fuv) + (1− p)Tx+(1+fvu). (15)

Based on p(1 + fuv) = (1− p)(1 + fvu), we obtain

Tx = 1 + pTx−θ + (1− p)Tx−θ+θ/(1−p), (16)

where θ = 1 + fuv . By solving the recurrence relation

given in Eq. (16), we can further obtain the optimal balance

initialization. Note that there is no explicit expression for Tx.

D. From Channel to Network: the Gap

We have analyzed in detail the liveness of payment channels

and several methods, i.e., initial balance distribution and

routing fee, to maximize a channel’s lifetime. However, it is

not completely applicable to build a long-lived network of

channels as routing fees are paid alongside the delivery of

funds by a chain passing through a number of channels. That

is where the smart contract known as HTLC (hash-timelock-

contracts) [5], come in. Here, we discuss the way they work

and use an example to show how a payment is accomplished

in the Lightning network.

In Fig. 1(a), we consider a transaction of 2 coins from b to

g using the route b−c−d−e−g. Assume that the intermediate

nodes c, d, and e charge the same amount of routing fee, 0.1.

After executing this transaction, corresponding balances of c,

d, and e are updated as bcb = 20+1+0.3, bcd = 10−1−0.2,

bdc = 12+1+0.2, bde = 5−1−0.1, and bed = 10+1+0.1.

When transferring funds to the next node, all fees charged

by the downstream routing nodes are sent together, which is

not considered in our previous discussion. Such a fee delivery

method will affect all routing channels except the last one.

Luckily, as mentioned in the Lightning Network’s original

whitepaper [6], the fees should asymptotically approach neg-

ligibility for many types of transactions, which has also been

confirmed in reality [7, 8]. Since channel routing fees are neg-

ligible, they play a trivial role in a channel’s balance shifting

ratio. Meanwhile, according to [8], the average shortest path

length of LN is around 2.8, and most multi-hop transactions

can be completed within 4 hops, indicating that there are

at most 3 routing nodes involved. It is obvious that even if

we take the accumulated routing fees into consideration, a

channel’s lifetime won’t be affected too much. Thus, when two

channel end nodes determine their initial balance distribution

(or rebalance their channel), it is reasonable to consider a

relaxed setting where all channels are fee-free. When their

channel starts to function, they still charge routing fees and

follow the relationship we proposed previously. We will talk

about how to determine their routing fees in the next section.

We have discussed the optimal balance initialization and

routing fee charge of a single channel. However, when con-

sidering the whole network, things become complex since a

payment path includes several channels and routing fees.

IV. NODES IN THE PAYMENT CHANNEL NETWORK

This section will focus on nodes in the network. We will

analyze different roles a PCN node can play and its objectives

under different roles. Generally, there are three roles each node

can play in a PCN, i.e., a routing service provider, a transaction

sender, and a transaction receiver.

A. Routing Nodes

Routing nodes are incentivized to participate in others’

transactions by charging a small fee for every transaction

that was routed through their channels. Currently, there is

no specific policy to regulate how much fee routing nodes

should charge. In the previous section, we talked about how

the end nodes of a channel negotiate their routing fees with

the aim of maximizing their channel lifetime. However, we

only discussed the relation between fuv and fvu rather than

deterministic values. Obviously, the corresponding values of

fuv and fvu are determined by the objectives of u and v.

In this paper, we assume that each node, when playing as a

router, aims to make profits so that its channel rebalance cost

can be compensated. That is, its expected fee profits during

its lifetime are equal to its rebalance cost. Take node u with

an initial balance of x as an example. It is obvious that u’s

objective is fvu ·Tx = ηuv/2, assuming that the rebalance cost

is equally divided bewteen u and v.

For a payment channel, the transaction rates of its two

directions can be different so that one end node’s balance

is exhausted as 0. In this case, no transactions from that



Fig. 3: Sender s has two feasible path to reach Receiver r.

direction can be routed anymore, which is equivalent to an

edge removal from a directed graph. What’s worse, nodes of

a channel applying a bad fee charging strategy can accelerate

the channel exhaustion. To keep routing payments, some

mechanisms are proposed to allow nodes to actively rebalance

their corresponding channels by transferring funds from their

high-balance channel to its low-balance channel through a

payment channel circle. It is possible that no circle can be

found to fulfill a rebalance, and such kind of active rebalancing

costs money and time.

B. Transaction Senders and Receivers

Assuming that there is a transaction of a coins involving

node s as the sender and r as the receiver. Given a channel

with the sufficient balance, i.e., bsr ≥ a, exists between them,

s can transfer the fund to r directly. Otherwise, a payment

path associated with routing fees is required. There may

exist several paths connecting s and r. When facing multiple

feasible paths, it is the sender s’s responsibility to make a

choice. In a traditional routing network, a sender usually takes

two factors into account when choosing from paths. One is the

path delay, measured by the number of hops of a path, and

the other is the path fee, indicating the total fee charged along

a path. These two factors are still applicable in a PCN.

We give a simple example in Fig. 3, where there exist two

feasible paths between s and r. For explanation, we assume

that total routing fees charged by routing nodes u and v are

fewer than that charged by w. Then, s has two choices: the

upside path of longer delay but less cost, and the downside

path of shorter delay but more cost. Such cost-delay tradeoff

will affect the decision made by s. We assume s has a weight

ws to show to what degree he cares about the path delay, and

then his care on the fee cost is 1 − ws. Thus, we define the

cost function for sender s on a feasible path Ps,r,a (simplified

as P ) as

Cs,r,a,P = (1− ws) fs,r,a,P + ws ‖P‖ (17)

, where fs,r,a,P =
∑

Cuv∈P fuv and ‖P‖ is the path length.

Among all feasible paths, s always selects the one that

minimizes his cost by solving the following problem:

Problem 1 (OPS).
minimize Cs,r,a,Ps,r,a (18)

Since a transaction receiver r has nothing to do but receive

the fund from the direction chosen by the sender, there is no

specific objective for r.

C. Discussion: Combination of All Roles

We need to combine all the roles for a node by integrating

all the objectives. Generally, a node always wants to transfer

money in a fast and cheap way, and meanwhile, it also wants

to make as many routing fees as possible. Previously, we have

discussed that the channel balance distribution can affect the

channel lifetime and hence affect the accumulated routing fees

in the long term. When a node acts as a sender, the path it

picks provides a fast and cheap payment but may negatively

affect the balance distribution of the first-hop channel, i.e.,

the sender and the first routing node. There seemingly exists

some objective conflict between the sender role and the routing

node role. To refine this part, we can add a discounted factor

related to the channel balance distribution. We use Δs,r,a,P to

describe how the first-hop channel’s balance distribution will

be affected if choosing P . Given that u is the first routing

node in P , the expression of Δs,r,a,P is shown in the below:

Δs,r,a,P =

∣∣∣∣b
′
su

b′us
− λus

λsu

∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣bsubus

− λsu

λus

∣∣∣∣ (19)

where b′su = bsu − a− fs,r,a,P and b′us = bus + a+ fs,r,a,P .

Then we update Cs,r,a,P as follows:

Cs,r,a,P = (1− ws) fs,r,a,P + ws ‖P‖ −Δs,r,a,P (20)

We have discussed the individual objectives for nodes given

some specific payment channels. However, all nodes coexist in

a PCN and we want to know their behaviors mutually affect

each other. In the following, we will first investigate some

simple topologies and then use those achieved results to guide

us in a large and complex topology.

V. NETWORK ANALYSIS

We have analyzed a PCN at the level of individual nodes

and individual channels. Obviously, lots of nodes coexist in a

PCN, and mutually affect each other as well as corresponding

channels. In this section, we take a PCN’s topology into con-

sideration and analyze the evolution of the whole network from

the perspective of game theory. In reality, a PCN’s topology

and the transaction flows over it can be quite complex. Here

we use some simple network topologies and traffic patterns

as a starting point, in hopes of achieving results to guide

us in a large and complex topology. Before deepening into

specific network topology, let’s introduce two traffic patterns

that discussed the individual objectives for nodes given some

specific payment channels. However, a PCN’s topology and

the transaction flows over it can be quite complex. All nodes

coexist in a PCN, and we want to know their behaviors

mutually affect each other. In the following, we will first

investigate some simple topologies and then use those achieved

results to guide us in a large and complex topology.

Definition 1. A PCN is considered to have a uniform trans-
action flow pattern if any pair of its nodes have the same
transaction rate.

Definition 2. A PCN is considered to have a proportional
transaction flow pattern if any pair of its nodes have an
identically proportional transaction rate. That is, for ∀ i, j,
λij : λji = r.

A. Ring

In a ring topology, nodes create a circular data path. Each

node is connected to its two adjacent nodes, like points on a

circle. In this topology, the fund travels from sender to receiver

through intermediate nodes, clockwise or anti-clockwise until



it reaches the receiver. For n nodes, the diameter is n/2, and

the number of payment channels in the topology equals the

number of nodes, n. In the simplest case, we assume that all

nodes are homogeneous, indicating an identical budget, i.e.,

the money they can allocate to their associated channels is

identical, and the PCN has a uniform transaction flow pattern.

Starting from scratch, we want to know how n nodes distribute

their budget to each channel, how they charge fees when acting

as routing nodes, and how they decide when facing multiple

paths in order to guarantee a long lasting good performance.

We assume the decisions on the budget distribution and the

fee that is going to charge are made before the network forms

and cannot be changed. Thus, all nodes make their strategies

in a long-term view rather than based on a certain network

state. We are looking for an equilibrium where nodes have no

incentive to change the strategies they make in the beginning.

Theorem 1. Given a uniform transaction flow set among all
nodes and the same starting budget b, in a pure equilibrium,
all nodes evenly distribute their budgets on two channels, and
charge equal routing fees of 4η

b2−4η in both directions. When
facing multiple choices, each transaction sender will choose
the shortest path, and otherwise, it picks either path with an
equal probability.

Proof. For a pair of sender and receiver, without considering

the balance insufficiency problem, there always exist two paths

for the sender to choose from. Suppose that the sender is node

i and the receiver is node j. For the simplicity of writing, we

assume that i < j and j ≤ �n/2	+ i. Thus, the short path Ps

is i, i+1, · · · , j while the long path Pl is i, i−1, · · · , 1, n, n−
1, · · · , j. Given i’s weight w on the path delay, the costs of

Ps and Pl, i.e., Cs and Cl, are given below:

Cs = (1− w) fs + w (j − i) (21)

Cl = (1− w) fl + w (n− j + i) (22)

where fs and fl are the total routing fees of Ps and Pl,

respectively.

The problem is how sender u chooses between Ps and Pl. If

j = i+1, meaning that j is i’s next hop, then no matter what

value w is, Ps is chosen. Meanwhile, there are three possible

cases if j > i+ 1, as we show below:

1) If Cs < Cl, i.e., fs − fl < w
1−w [n− 2 (j − i)], then

sender i will choose Ps.

2) If Cs = Cl, i.e., fs − fl = w
1−w [n− 2 (j − i)], then

sender i can randomly pick either Ps or Pl.

3) If Cs > Cl, i.e., fs − fl > w
1−w [n− 2 (j − i)], then

sender i will choose Pl.

Obviously, the second and third cases are not stable. Since

Ps takes advantages in terms of delay, it is always possible

to decrease fs to a certain point to ensure Cs < Cl. Once

Ps is selected, no matter how small the routing fee is, each

routing node will be better off than getting nothing. Thus, we

can conclude that when reaching an equilibrium state, given

two feasible paths, the total fee charges by the shorter path

will be bounded by a certain value to ensure this path will

be chosen by the sender. Thus, we can say, when facing two
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Fig. 4: A chordal ring topology of degree 3.

feasible paths, any sender will choose the shorter one. Based

on this observation and our assumption that the transaction

rate between any pair of nodes is identical, each node is

isomorphic, as is each channel.

Therefore, a channel Cuv is symmetric in terms of transac-

tion rates, i.e., λuv = λvu = 2
n−1 . According to our discussion

in Section III and Section IV, we can conclude that each

channel will have an identical balance on its two ends, and

the routing fee of either channel direction is the same as

well. Since each node has a budget of b, thus, either of its

corresponding channels is allocated an initial balance of b/2.

And by solving the following equation:

f · b
2/2− b2/4

2(1 + f)
= η/2, (23)

the corresponding routing fee is obtained as f = 4η
b2−4η .

To make the setting more complex, we assume that the

traffic rate between any two nodes is not identical. Instead,

they follow some given patterns, and we still want to explore

if there exists equilibrium in a long-term view.

Corollary 1. Given that all nodes have the same starting
budget while their in and out traffic rate is unbalanced as r, in
an equilibrium, all nodes distribute their budgets and charge
an amount of transaction fee with a specific rate (related to
r) between two directions in an identical way.

B. Chordal Ring

1) Chordal Ring of Degree k: A chordal ring of degree

k is a ring structured topology in which each node has an

additional link, called a chord, to some other node across the

network. The number of nodes in a Chordal Ring is assumed

to be even. In Fig. 4(a), we show such a topology with N = 8.

With those additional chords, the longest path of this topology

is shortened from 4 hops to 3 hops, as is shown in Fig. 4(b).

Nodes that are not directly connected can reach each other

via different paths with the same length, meaning that routing

delay is identical for a sender when facing multiple choices.

Thus, all competitive routing nodes are involved in a price war,

each trying to decrease a little on the current lowest fee, and

hence leading to a zero fee. In this situation, the sender can

randomly pick a path from all available choices, making all of

them equally utilized in the long run. This is quite similar to

a ring topology. Thus, we can get the following conclusion.

Theorem 2. Given a uniform transaction pattern and the
same starting budget, in a pure equilibrium, all nodes evenly
distribute their budgets on k channels, and charge zero fee
in both directions. When facing multiple choices, each trans-
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action sender will choose the shortest path, and otherwise, it
picks any path with an equal probability.

C. Traffic-aware Balance Redistribution in General PCNs

In reality, it is impossible for nodes to know the traffic

distribution until it stays in the PCN for a while. Thus, when

creating channels, end nodes cannot immediately decide their

initial channel balances and fee policies in the optimal manner.

Here, we assume that each sender-receiver pair in the PCN

has its transaction pattern, i.e., the sender periodically issues

identical-amount transactions to the receiver. Obviously, when

all senders fix their own routing policies, the network traffic

can form some relatively stable patterns, meaning that end

nodes of a channel can learn the traffic rate of their channel

gradually, based on which they can adjust their balance dis-

tribution and fee policies, following the rules we mentioned

in Section III and Section IV. Eventually, the network can

reach a relatively stable state, meaning that each channel fully

utilizes its liquidation before it is depleted, and each balance

redistribution requires as little extra cost, i.e., the part that

routing fees cannot cover, as possible. However, in reality,

transactions cannot be always of an identical amount, meaning

that learning the transaction rate is not enough for channels. In

this case, each node should learn the transaction rate as well

as the amount for a better channel balance distribution.

VI. EVALUATION

This Evaluation will focus on PCN-wide analysis to val-

idate the proposed fee policy. We conduct experiments on

CLoTH [9], a testbed for HTLC payment channel networks.

We compare our balance distribution method with an existing

mechanism, Revive, which aims to improve the performance of

the lightning network (LN) [10] by rebalancing channel funds

as equally as possible. The outcome proves the feasibility of

our method in real time, and also shows better performance

when compared with Revive.

1) Setup: In our validation process, we will use the cluster-

ing coefficient as a measure of the degree to which nodes in a

graph tend to cluster together. Various evidence suggests that

in most real-world networks, and in particular social networks,

nodes tend to create tightly knit clusters characterized by a

relatively high density of ties. In the simulation, we generate

LN topologies using the GraphStream library [11] in Java [12]

and implement routing algorithms using the Graph package in

Matlab R2021a [13].

2) Generation of Network and Transaction: We generate

a network, as is shown in Fig. 5, based on the BA model

with 25 nodes and 51 edges. Each channel’s capacity is set

randomly from an interval ranging from [50000, 75000) with

Round
Traffic-aware

rebalancing

Revive rebalancing

every 1000 txs every 2000 txs

1 0.3594 0.3742 0.3594

2 0.4333 0.3789 0.3742

3 0.4545 0.4008 0.4008

4 0.5083 0.4432 0.4225

Improvement 41.43% 18.44% 17.56%

TABLE I: Success ratio updates where each round contains 2000 txs.

a probability of 50%, [75000, 100000) with a probability of

35%, and [100000, 125000) with a probability of 15%. For

each transaction, the sender-receiver pair is randomly selected.

For each channel, the balances are randomly distributed be-

tween two nodes at the beginning of an experiment. For the

transaction size, we use heterogeneous settings: 40% of them

are micro, with the transfer amount ranging from (0, 1000];
30% of them are small from (1000, 4000]; 20% of them are

medium from (4000, 5000]; and 10% of them are large from

(5000, 8000]. All selections are random. Each node’s minimal

HTLC is set as 1000 millisatoshi, and its timelock is set as

144ms. To get rid of the external effects, we set the routing

fee charged by each routing node as an identical value of

10 millisatoshi, which is far less than the channel balances

and the transaction amounts. We also generate a flow of

8000 heterogeneous transactions, evenly separated in 4 rounds.

We specify a start time for each transaction and ensure the

interval between any two subsequent transactions is within

the range of [50, 250)ms. We compare the transaction flow

success ratio under 3 different network mechanisms, i.e., (1)

our proposed traffic-aware rebalancing, (2) Revive rebalancing

every 1000 transactions, and (3) Revive rebalancing every

2000 transactions.
3) Performance and Discussion: The corresponding results

are shown in Table I. Obviously, our traffic-aware rebalancing

mechanism still shows good performance when running in

the real-time testbed. Although increasing the rebalancing

frequency can lead to a higher success ratio for Revive scheme,

its performance is still lower than that of our mechanism.

Meanwhile, in the experiment, we ignore the rebalancing

time which is quite time-consuming in reality. This means

those involved channels cannot be used for routing during the

rebalancing period, which may lead some transactions to fail

due to the path being unavailable.

In fact, our fee mechanism may leak some important infor-

mation about a channel’s balance distribution, which violates

the privacy requirement that the balance information of the

channel should be only known to its owners. Remember that

our goal is to balance a channel by adjusting transaction fees

in different directions based on its current balance distribution.

Rather than completely following the optimal fee policy, we

suggest adding some random noises on the fee, i.e., make the

real charged amount different from the optimal amount by

doing some random addition or reduction.

VII. RELATED WORK

A. Path Determination in PCNs

A BGP-like protocol is proposed in the original routing

algorithm in the Lightning Network white paper [6], which



requires nodes to store a global topology. This solution works

for smaller networks without considering the increasing size

of the payment network. Flare [14] supports scalability by

reducing the routing tables’ size maintained by nodes, while

introducing beacon nodes to supplement a node’s local view,

which violates the spirit of decentralization. Landmark-based

routing schemes are considered by both SilentWhispers [15]

and SpeedyMurmurs [16]. All the above routing algorithms

belong to static routing, meaning that the payment channel

dynamics are not captured. Thus, Revive [3], Spider [17], and

Flash [18] propose dynamic routing algorithms, both of which

leads to a higher throughput and success volume of an LN.

B. Routing Fee Policy in PCNs

In LN’s white paper [6], an intermediate node can specify

a base fee that is fixed for each payment and a fee rate which

is a percentage fee charged on the value of the payment.

The authors of [19] consider that the same transaction would

cause a larger imbalance for channels with smaller capacities.

They propose an optimal fee structure, whereby channels with

large capacities charge smaller fees to minimize the balance

difference between end nodes. Another paper [20] discusses

global fee optimization in PCN design and examines the

optimal graph structure and fee assignment to maximize profits

from the perspective of routing nodes. Our paper combines

three roles a PCN node can play and also takes channel

imbalance into consideration when designing our fee policy.

Besides, we also consider the transaction flow pattern as an

important factor for fee policy.

C. Game Theoretical Analysis in PCNs

There exist some works using game theory to analyze node

strategies and network formations in PCN. [21–23] focus

on determining which connection points are preferable for

nodes joining the network with respect to their connectivity or

revenue and show a theoretical result that profit-optimal join

strategies tend to promote network centralization. Our paper

focuses on how nodes reach Nash equilibrium on their path

selections and fee determinations, given some specific PCN

topologies and transaction flow patterns.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we consider the roles a PCN node can play

and its objectives and strategies under different roles. Then we

align the individual utility with the network-wide throughput,

where we give some suggestions for the channel balance allo-

cation and fee policy determination to benefit both individual

nodes as well as the throughput of the whole payment network.

For some specific PCN topologies like ring and chordal ring,

we show the existence of Nash equilibrium where nodes have

stable path selection and fee strategies. For general topologies,

we propose a fee policy so that nodes adjust their strategies

for channel balancing and utility maximization. Numerical

evaluation is conducted to show the feasibility of our proposed

policy.
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